Box 1

Print

Administrative/Academic Office, individuals, 1969-98
Administrative/Advisory Committee, individuals, groups, 1915-88
Aerial photographs of airport, negatives, 1958-77
Airport, facilities, signage, few negatives, 1958-92
Negatives-individuals, facilities, groups, 1980-90
Airport Terminal, airport dedication, facilities, new terminal building, personnel, events, some negatives, ca. 1950-94
Aircraft Maintenance, personnel, working spaces, ca. 1970
Aviation Maintenance Technology, group photos, individuals working, Link Scholarship winners, some negatives, 3 folders, ca. 1960-98
Airport operations, personnel, facilities, some negatives, ca. 1969-99
Research Laboratory photos, some negatives, Alexander C Williams portrait and in group, ca. 1970-93
Institute of Aviation, University of Illinois, 1950-54 (3 folders)
Aviation Research Laboratory Photos, Early ILLIMAC Work, ca. 1970
Aviation Research Laboratory Photos, Personnel, Facilities, Equipment, Early ILLIMAC, ca. 1970-74

Box 2

Institute of Aviation photos not scanned, equipment, accident photos, personnel, 1962-94
Students, individual and group photos, awards, computer lab, ca. 19975-93
Negatives-individuals, facilities, groups, 1948-75 (10 folders)
Photos of seminar, cameras, airport at night, cockpits, proof sheet of individuals and groups, ca. 1969
Institute of Aviation photos with note pages, 1953
Non-Institute photos-Morris, O'Hare, air show, aerial photos, ca. 1995-2001
Non-Institute photos-airshows, ceremonies, historical photos, ca. 1952-1975
Non-Institute buildings at University of Illinois airport, ca. 1980
Airport photos-inside and outside, personnel, ca. 1980
Aircraft photos-in the air and on the ground, instructors, and students, 1970-98 (2 folders)

Box 3

Aircraft photos-in the air and on the ground, instructors, and students, 1970-98
Alpha Eta Rho meeting, and negatives, 1962
Flying Teams, aircraft parts, packet of print material about the regional competition and victory by University of Illinois team, 1980-2000 (2 folders)
Flight training staff, 1953-98
Students in training, individuals, groups, ca. 1955-2014
SATS-aircraft, flight crews, passengers, ca. 1960-70
Special Events--awards ceremonies, career nights, retirement parties, airshow, disaster drill, open house, VIP visitors, ca. 1985-2014 (7 folders)
Special Events, Flexman Retirement, 1980
Transient aircraft—Non-University, private, military, ca. 1975-77
VIP visit-Edwin Link, 1952
Aircraft, personnel, facilities, ca. 1966-80
Military aircraft and helicopters, ca. 1950-70
Facilities, new terminal, retirements, summer workshop, personnel, ca. 1975-98

Box 4

Facilities, new terminal, retirements, summer workshop, personnel, ca. 1975-98
Personnel, facilities, ca. 1945-75

SLIDES

Slides in sleeve pages of airport, aircraft, maintenance, classrooms, Goodyear blimp, aerial views, dance, 1965-75
Slides in envelope of GAT-type simulator, also separate envelopes for GAT, Sport, Duchess, 1968-76
Slides in envelope of Willard Airport, ca. 1974
Slides in envelope of Local Sectional Chart and local airports and fields, ca. 1973-76
Slides in envelope of unknown aircraft preflight and lecture slides, 1971-76
Slides in envelope of local towers from the air, ca. 1975
National Intercollegiate Flying Association (NIFA) 1988
Field and flight maintenance, 1975
Omer Benn, ca. 1970
Training Slides, 1976
180 degree approach, ca. 1975
Aerial photographs of airport, 1984
Airport photographs-aircraft, runways, dining area, 1971-77
Slides of instruction manual, 1976
Airport photographs-aircraft, instructors, 1970-77
Airport terminal internal and external shots, ca. 1976
Snow removal shots, 1972
180 degree approach photos from cockpit, ca. 1980
Airport operations photos, 1971-74
Flying team, 1984
Box 5

Airport and local area shots, 1972-74
Airport, 1971-72
Meeting/conference, ca. 1977
Aircraft, buildings, personnel, aerial shots, 1971-72
Aircraft-individual and formation, ground and aerial shots, ca. 1976
Aerial shots-airport and local areas, 3 folders, ca. 1976
Training slides-diagrams and outlines, 3 folders, 1971-79
Helicopter photos and some helicopter training slides, 2 folders, ca. 1980
Various simulator photos, 1976
Institute of Aviation Staff slides, 1975
Simulator photos from American Airlines, DAC, JAL, 1976
Aerial shots of area surrounding airport, ca. 1976
Slides of old photographs-possibly World War II and earlier-non-Institute, 1976
Illimac slides-1974-80
Aviation Research Laboratory (ARL) Staff, ca. 1976
IFR Flight Planning/Preflight slides with Slide Guide/Outline, 1976-77
IFR Departure-slides with Slide Guide/Outline, 1976-77
IFR Enroute slides with Slide Guide/Outline, 1976-77
Salem glider, 1974
Aerial shots of unidentified airfield, ca. 1974
Slides of unidentified location, aircraft, people, 1984
Historic slides of places, aircraft, people, non-Institute, 1976

Box 6

Unidentified slides-some aerial shots, some aircraft, some in-flight shots, ca. 1975
Non-Institute slides of aircraft, people, simulators, 2 folders, 1968-76
Slides of unidentified instrument panels, pieces of equipment, 1977
CD-Christ Wicken’s Retirement, CD-Wickens slideshow, 2006
Envelope-Take Two and See, 1983
Envelope-Take Two and See-brochures, script for slides, 1983
Slides of pre-flight procedures, 1981
Slides on learning, 1977
Slides on fundamentals of instruction, 2 folders, ca. 1977
Slides of FAA course on instruction, ca. 1977
Envelope-101 Solo X-Country, 1970
Envelope-Why VSSE?, 1980

Envelope-Medical Aspects of Flight, 1976

Envelope-unidentified-aircraft, ca. 1980
Envelope-Facts of Twin Eng Flying-GAMA/Piper, FAA, 1980
Envelope-Randy Weston-Sport Lect., ca. 1980
Box 7

Envelope-unidentified subject, ca. 1980
Flight Instructor Refresher Clinic Attendee Notebook, 8 folders, 1976
##Envelope- ADF Slide Show ca. 1976
Envelope- unidentified flight training?, ca. 1976
##Envelope-AP-3, FAA ca. 1976
Envelope-AVI 120-AVI wx [00-GA], clouds and wx, ca. 1980

Box 8

Envelope-How to Fly Your HSI, 1980
Envelope-Teaching Meteorology to Pilots, 1976
Envelope-CMI-BMI-GBG-SP1-CMI, 1970
Envelope-Att Fly-FAA Stuff-ILS Slides, ca. 1976

Envelope- Engines-AOPA, 1976
##Envelope- VOR Usage, 1971
Envelope-Flt Dir, Stormscope, RNAV, HSI/RMI, ca. 1970
##Envelope-AP-2 FAA, ca. 1970
Envelope- Beechcraft Duchess and misc. aerodyne. 1984

##Envelope-AP-The Atmosphere, ca. 1970
Envelope- AVI 210 Airborne-Radar Lecture, also King KWX 50 radar installed in Aztec 13783, 1979
Envelope-TCA’s, ARSA’s, TRSA’s, ca. 1980
Envelope-Fog, Stratus and Icing, ca. 1980
Envelope-unidentified-aircraft mechanical, ca. 1980

Box 9

Envelope-Maintenance Aspects of Owning Your Own Airplane, 1980
Envelope-Radar- “Don’t Flirt-Skirt ‘Em”, 1981
Envelope-AP-5-Thunderstorms and Turbulence, ca. 1970
Envelope-Drew’s Link Project, ca. 1970
Envelope- Mixed loose slides-aircraft, aerial shots, boat and cargo, flight instruction, 1971-73

Large aerial photo of airport, 1987